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Abstract—During the development of web-based mobile apps,
third-party SDKs (Software Development Kit) are frequently
used to facilitate the integration of certain functionality such
as push notification and mobile payment. Unfortunately, security
issues are often considered as a second-tier problem and app
developers are prone to implement apps with SDK misuses.
Among those typical SDK misuses, the misuse of credentials is
the one that introduces serious security threats. A credential
is a set of unique information (e.g., APP ID, App Token, etc)
allocated to a specific developer to help app authenticate the
identity. However, if not properly used, the credential can be
easily obtained by attackers and leads to not only the leak of
confidential information of mobile developers but also direct
threats to the privacy of end users.
To investigate the SDK credential misuse issue on iOS platform, in this paper we conduct an empirical study against 100
popular iOS apps using two popular mobile SDKs (each SDK
are widely used by at least 40 million users). We implemented
iCredFinder , an automated analysis tool to search credential
misuses in those apps and our experiment demonstrates 68 apps
contain at least one misuse case. Our study demonstrates the
severity of credential misuse on iOS platform: even for those
well-developed SDKs and apps, credentials are not well protected
and can be easily discovered. We expect that our study could help
developers fix those flaws and promote better implementations.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Mobile SDKs are widely adopted by app developers so
that they can easily build a variety of mobile apps for modern
Android and iOS devices (e.g., smart phones and tablets).
Among various kinds of features provided by different SDKs,
one typical feature is to help apps interact with remote APIs
related to back end services and information on servers.
Since one same service is often provided to different apps,
a remote API needs to authenticate the identity of guest apps.
The solution for most mobile SDKs is to use credentials to
distinguish different apps while keeping the same copy of the
code. A credential is often a set of unique information (e.g.,
APP ID, App Token, etc) allocated to a specific developer
when she registers herself to the web service provider. When
the app uses certain web services, it is required to provide
such credentials to express its identity. Otherwise, the request
is blocked.

Since credentials are often the only authentication information for many web services, mobile developers need to
properly manage them and should be extra vigilant about
credential security. Unfortunately, the use of mobile SDKs
often weakens this assumption. For one thing, SDK providers
often publish vague instructions on how to use credentials,
leading to mistakenly embedded and protected credentials. For
another, even if a correct guide of credential management
is published, it involves many aspects of protection and is
often very complex. Developers still face various challenges
in implementing a secure protection scheme. As a result, many
flaws related to SDK credentials have been discovered in
mobile apps.
Previous researches [1] proposed to uncover mobile SDK
credential issues mainly focus on Android ecosystem because
Android platform is open-source and the binary code analysis
for bytecode of Android app is well-developed. The code of
Android apps are mostly written in Java and then compiled
into Dalvik bytecode. By leveraging typical program analysis
techniques such as data flow analysis and program slicing,
credentials used in programs can be located at the level of
bytecode. Unfortunately, when the analysis targets turn into
iOS apps, existing approaches are no longer available. First,
iOS apps are compiled into native code executable to guarantee
performance. Compared with bytecode binary executables of
Android apps, native code executables on iOS are much more
difficult to be decompiled and analyzed. The lack of relevant
analysis tools and techniques hinders the automation of iOS
app analysis and code audit is often conducted manually.
Second, iOS apps are mainly developed in Objective-C with
a complicated message dispatching mechanism. This makes it
difficult to conduct an accurate control flow analysis for the
program. Moreover, the executable of iOS app is often very
large because it statically links all used third-party libraries.
As a result, a fine-grained binary code analysis against iOS
app is often time-consuming and error-prone. Finally, even
for the same SDK, a provider often releases two versions for
Android and iOS platform, respectively. The usage of such
SDK on different platforms varies significantly and thus the
experience of how to analyze credential misuse on Android
cannot directly port to iOS platform. Due to those challenges,
to the best of our knowledge, no systematic research on

